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testifying against her husband, who was jailed for life.
Station Eleven Emily St. John Mandel 2014-09-09 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of
civilization’s collapse—the spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior, and a nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered
outposts of the Great Lakes region, risking everything for art and humanity. Now an original series on HBO Max. Over one million copies
sold! Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the night Arthur Leander, the famous Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on stage during a
production of King Lear. That was the night when a devastating flu pandemic arrived in the city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it
came to an end. Twenty years later, Kirsten moves between the settlements of the altered world with a small troupe of actors and musicians.
They call themselves The Traveling Symphony, and they have dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art and humanity alive. But
when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the story
takes off, moving back and forth in time, and vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects
them all will be revealed. Look for Emily St. John Mandel’s new novel, Sea of Tranquility, coming soon!
Born of Illusion Teri Brown 2013-06-11 Working as a sidekick to her charlatan medium mother in 1920s New York City, budding magician
Anna Van Hausen hides the truth about how she possesses the actual psychic abilities that her mother pretends to have.
The City of Ember Jeanne DuPrau 2003-05-13 A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to
save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of
Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to flicker.
When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must race to figure
out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable
Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine
Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world.
DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric debut.”
—Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing
journey into the unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred
Something Strange and Deadly Susan Dennard 2012-07-24 Sixteen-year-old Eleanor Fitt’s brother is missing. And when she discovers that
the Dead are rising in Philadelphia and wreaking havoc throughout the city, she knows that her brother is involved. So Eleanor enlists the
help of the Spirit-Hunters. This motley crew, hired to protect the city from supernatural forces, is after the necromancer who has been
reanimating corpses. Their skills can save her brother. But as Eleanor spends time with the Spirit-Hunters, and their handsome inventor,
Daniel, the situation becomes dire. Now not only is her reputation at risk, but her very life may hang in the balance. In Something Strange
and Deadly, the first book in a trilogy, Susan Dennard weaves together vividly imagined scenes of action, adventure, and gorgeous Victorian
fashion to create an entertaining steampunk tapestry of humor, horror, and romance. Readers who love Cassandra Clare’s Infernal Devices
series will be intrigued from the start.
Out of My Mind Sharon M. Draper 2012-05 Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral
palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
All Things Deadly (Salem Stories) E C Hanson 2021-08-05 Salem, Massachusetts. A town with a rich history of spirits and witches. It's a
place Adam Frost, a former paranormal investigator, never intended to visit again. But his teenage daughter is troubled and shows early
signs of self-harm. Can the trip save their fractured relationship? Only time, and a haunted house, will tell. ALL THINGS DEADLY (Salem
Stories) is Hanson's debut horror collection. Surrounding the Frost storyline is a series of tales that utilize the coastal city to ratchet up the
chills. Read if you dare. "Hanson hits that sweet spot in horror between the terror of the everyday and the dark side of humanity lurking just
below the surface. You want stories that'll creep you out? Make you feel dirty? Maybe even make you chuckle? You've come to the right
place." - Robert P. Ottone, author of Her Infernal Name & Other Nightmares Who doesn't love a good horror with some great character
development and unsettling scenes? Hanson is a fantastic author who will keep you on your toes until the very end. - Elizabeth Suggs, editor
and one of the authors to Collective Darkness and popular bookstagramer E.C. Hanson directs the reader with his crisp, sometimes shocking
writing- style, as the Frost family, desperate for answers, makes their way back to the city where terror lives forever. A Five Star read from a
fresh voice in horror, inviting us to buckle up and come along for a hell of a ride! Ruthann Jagge, author of "The New Girls' Patient."
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry Mildred D. Taylor 1997 Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as
they embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the importance her family attributes to having land of their own.
The Killer Angels Michael Shaara 2004-11-02 A reissue of a Pulitzer prize-winning classic, and now the major motion picture GETTYSBURG.
As a result of these acclamations, this book is considered one of the greatest novels written on the Civil War.
Bloodwitch Susan Dennard 2019-02-12 Susan Dennard's New York Times bestselling, young adult epic fantasy Witchlands series continues
with the story of the Bloodwitch Aeduan. Aeduan has teamed up with the Threadwitch Iseult and the magical girl Owl to stop a bloodthirsty
horde of raiders preparing to destroy a monastery that holds more than just faith. But to do so, he must confront his own father, and his
past. “Worldbuilding after my own heart. It’s so good it’s intimidating.”—Victoria Aveyard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Red
Queen The Witchlands #1 Truthwitch #2 Windwitch #3 Bloodwitch Sightwitch (illustrated novella) At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Daily Show (The Book) Chris Smith 2016-11-22 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the awardwinning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It launched the
careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's
behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the
star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most
prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader
behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source
for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through

The Lightning Thief Rick Riordan 2010-02-02 Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And that's the least of his
troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking straight out of the pages of Percy's Greek
mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the NYT best-selling series, with cover art from the feature film, The Lightning Thief.
The Plague Year Lawrence Wright 2021 Beginning with the absolutely critical first moments of the outbreak in China, and ending with an
epilogue on the vaccine rollout and the unprecedented events between the election of Joseph Biden and his inauguration, Lawrence Wright's
The Plague Year surges forward with essential information--and fascinating historical parallels--examining the medical, economic, political,
and social ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Life of Pi Yann Martel 2009-03-19 Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that is at once the story of a young castaway who faces
immeasurable hardships on the high seas, and a meditation on religion, faith, art and life that is as witty as it is profound. Using the threads
of all of our best stories, Yann Martel has woven a glorious spiritual adventure that makes us question what it means to be alive, and to
believe.
Something Dangerous Penny Vincenzi 2005-10-25 The dazzling Lytton twins, Adele and Venetia, are born into the great Lytton publishing
empire. In 1928, on their eighteenth birthday, they are rich and admired, with a confidence verging on arrogance. But the specter of Nazi
Germany is growing…Gradually their privileged world darkens in unimaginable ways—but it is not just the twins whose lives have been
irrevocably changed. Barty Miller, rescued from the London slums in babyhood by Celia Lytton, is clever, ambitious, and a complete contrast
to the twins—and she faces temptation of the most unexpected kind…
Truly, Madly, Deadly Hannah Jayne 2013-07-02 A heart-pounding thriller where a secret admirer turns deadly in the name of protection
They Said It Was An Accident... Sawyer Dodd is a star athlete, a straight-A student, and the envy of every other girl who wants to date Kevin
Anderson. When Kevin dies in a tragic car crash, Sawyer is stunned. Then she opens her locker to find a note: You're welcome. Someone saw
what he did to her. Someone knows that Sawyer and Kevin weren't the perfect couple they seemed to be. And that someone—a killer—is now
shadowing Sawyer's every move...
The Ballad of Reading Gaol Oscar Wilde 2018-04-05 Reproduction of the original: The Ballad of Reading Gaol by Oscar Wilde
Queen Mab Percy Bysshe Shelley 1820
Strange and Ever After Susan Dennard 2014-07-22 Discover a “roaring-and addictive-gothic world” (Publishers Weekly) in the explosive
conclusion of the Something Strange and Deadly trilogy from New York Times bestselling author Susan Dennard—now with a gorgeous new
cover. It has been a tumultuous time for Eleanor Fitt since life as she knew it in Philadelphia came abruptly to an end. Although the SpiritHunters—Joseph, Jie, and Daniel—have helped her survive, Eleanor has lost just about everything. And now, Jie is missing—taken by the evil
necromancer Marcus. Eleanor is determined not only to get her back but to finally end this nightmare. To do so, she must navigate the hot
desert streets of nineteenth-century Egypt amid the rising Dead, her unresolved feelings for Daniel, and her volatile relationships with
Joseph and Oliver, her demon. And it won't be easy. Because Allison, her friend from Philadelphia, has tagged along, becoming strangely
entangled in Eleanor's mission. It will take all of Eleanor's powers of black magic, and all of Daniel's and Joseph's trust, to succeed. But there
will be a price.
Grim Ellen Hopkins 2014 A collection of stories inspired by fairy tales, but all featuring a dark and sinister twist.
The Night Circus Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13 #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Two starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game of
cunning in the spellbinding novel that captured the world's imagination. • "Part love story, part fable ... defies both genres and
expectations." —The Boston Globe The circus arrives without warning. No announcements precede it. It is simply there, when yesterday it
was not. Within the black-and-white striped canvas tents is an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is called Le
Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is underway: a duel between two young
magicians, Celia and Marco, who have been trained since childhood expressly for this purpose by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst
to them both, this is a game in which only one can be left standing. Despite the high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into love,
setting off a domino effect of dangerous consequences, and leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to the patrons, hanging in the
balance.
A Spark Unseen Sharon Cameron 2013-09-24 Sharon Cameron, award-winning author of ROOK and THE DARK UNWINDING, weaves a
thrillingly dark mystery brimming with intrigue and romance, in which things are not always what they seem to be. When Katharine Tulman
wakes in the middle of the night and accidentally foils a kidnapping attempt on her uncle, she realizes Stranwyne Keep is no longer safe for
Uncle Tully and his genius inventions. She flees to Paris, where she hopes to remain undetected and also find the mysterious and handsome
Lane, who is suspected to be dead.But the search for Lane is not easy, and Katharine soon finds herself embroiled in a labyrinth of political
intrigue. And with unexpected enemies and allies at every turn, Katharine will have to figure out whom she can trust--if anyone--to protect
her uncle from danger once and for all.Filled with deadly twists, whispering romance, and heart-stopping suspense, this sequel to THE
DARK UNWINDING whisks readers off on another thrilling adventure.
The Outsiders S. E. Hinton 2019 The struggle of three brothers to stay together after their parent's death and their quest for identity
among the conflicting values of their adolescent society.
Invisible Darkness Stephen Williams 2009-10-14 Perfect for fans of Making a Murderer and The People v. O. J. Simpson, Invisible Darkness
is the story of one of the more bizarre cases in recent memory—killings so sensational that they prompted the Canadian government, in the
interests of justice, to silence its national press and to lock foreign journalists out of the courts. To all appearances, Paul and Karla Bernardo
had a fairytale marriage: beautiful working-class girl weds bright upper-middle-class guy and they buy a fashionable dream house in the
suburbs. But, bored with his straight, prestigious accounting job, Paul soon went freelance as an international smuggler. He also revealed
his boredom with conventional sex—enough so that, one Christmas Eve, he persuaded his wife to drug her own sister and engage in a
menage a trois, during which the sister died (a bungling coroner ruled her death accidental). The couple then upped the ante, kidnapping
and imprisoning several high school girls for sexual marathons, which they videotaped before savagely murdering their captives. When the
girls’ bodies were found, the police were stymied (although Paul had been accused of rape and given a DNA test that vanished for two years
and only recently was linked to some fifty sexual-assault cases) until Karla tried to have her husband arrested for wife beating. During
questioning, she confessed to the crimes and is now serving two concurrent twelve-year sentences for manslaughter in exchange for
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years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and
provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the
show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups,
and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
Queen of Air and Darkness Cassandra Clare 2018-12-04 Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the very survival of the Shadowhunters
in Cassandra Clare’s Queen of Air and Darkness, the final novel in the New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling The Dark Artifices
trilogy. Queen of Air and Darkness is a Shadowhunters novel. What if damnation is the price of true love? Innocent blood has been spilled on
the steps of the Council Hall, the sacred stronghold of the Shadowhunters. Their society now teeters on the brink of civil war. One fragment
of the Blackthorn family flees to Los Angeles, seeking to discover the source of the disease that is destroying the race of warlocks.
Meanwhile, Julian and Emma take desperate measures to put their forbidden love aside and undertake a perilous mission to Faerie to
retrieve the Black Volume of the Dead. What they find there is a secret that may tear the Shadow World asunder and open a dark path into a
future they could never have imagined. Caught in a race against time, Emma and Julian must save the world of the Shadowhunters before a
deadly curse destroys them and everyone they love.
Fahrenheit 451 Ray Bradbury 1951 A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly
realizes their merit.
A Darkness Strange and Lovely Susan Dennard 2013-07-23 New York Times bestselling author Susan Dennard delivers a mix of supernatural
forces and intense romance in this spellbinding sequel to Something Strange and Deadly—now with a gorgeous new cover! Perfect for fans
of Cassandra Clare's Infernal Devices series. With her brother dead and her mother insane, Eleanor Fitt is alone. Even the SpiritHunters—Joseph, Jie, and the handsome Daniel—have fled to Paris. So when Eleanor hears the vicious barking of hounds and sees haunting
yellow eyes, she fears that the Dead, and the necromancer Marcus, are after her. To escape, Eleanor boards a steamer bound for France.
There she meets Oliver, a young man who claims to have known her brother. But Oliver harbors a dangerous secret involving necromancy
and black magic that entices Eleanor beyond words. If she can resist him, she'll be fine. But when she arrives in Paris, she finds that the
Dead have taken over, and there's a whole new evil lurking. And she is forced to make a deadly decision that will go against everything the
Spirit-Hunters stand for. In Paris, there's a price for this darkness strange and lovely, and it may have Eleanor paying with her life.
Truthwitch Susan Dennard 2016-01-05 On a continent ruled by three empires, everyone is born with a "witchery," a magical skill that sets
them apart from others. Now, as the Twenty Year Truce in a centuries long war is about to end, the balance of power-and the failing health
of all magic-will fall on the shoulders of a mythical pair called the Cahr Awen. The biggest thing on Safi and Noelle's minds is saving money
for their planned future in the Hundred Isles. Noelle, a Threadwitch, can see the emotional Threads binding the world. Safi, on the other
hand, is a Truthwitch-she always knows when a person is telling a lie. A powerful magic like that is something people would kill to have on
their side-or to keep off their enemy's side-and so Safi cannot even admit what she truly is. With the help of the cunning Prince Merik (a
Windwitch and privateer) and the hindrance of a Bloodwitch bent on revenge, the friends must rise above their doubts and fight to learn who
they are and what they are made of, if they are going to stay alive and preserve the balance of their world. "An instant new classic."--Sarah J.
Maas, New York Times bestselling author of Throne of Glass, on Susan Dennard's Truthwitch At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The 48 Laws Of Power Robert Greene 2010-09-03 THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000 years of the
history of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis XIV and
Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends; learn how to use enemies
Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less than necessary. The text is bold and elegant, laid out in black and red throughout and
replete with fables and unique word sculptures. The 48 laws are illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of great figures from
the past who have wielded - or been victimised by - power. ___________________________________ (From the Playboy interview with Jay-Z, April
2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually over fast: one or two hits, then styles change and a new guy comes along. Why have you endured
while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that it's from still being able to relate to people. It's natural to lose yourself when you have
success, to start surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws of Power, it says the worst thing you can do is build a fortress
around yourself. I still got the people who grew up with me, my cousin and my childhood friends. This guy right here (gestures to the studio
manager), he's my friend, and he told me that one of my records, Volume Three, was wack. People set higher standards for me, and I love it.
Dangerous Crossing Rachel Rhys 2018-01-09 In this “thrilling, seductive, and utterly absorbing” (Paula Hawkins, #1 New York Times
bestselling author) historical suspense novel in the tradition of Agatha Christie’s Death on the Nile and Ruth Ware’s The Woman in Cabin 10,
pre-war tension and forbidden romance abound, and not everyone will survive the journey… The ship has been like a world within itself, a
vast floating city outside of normal rules. But the longer the journey continues, the more confined it is starting to feel, deck upon deck,
passenger upon passenger, all of them churning around each other without anywhere to go... 1939: Europe is on the brink of war when
young Lily Shepherd boards an ocean liner in England, bound for Australia. She is ready to start anew, leaving behind the shadows of her
past. The passage proves magical, complete with live music, cocktails, and fancy-dress balls. With stops at exotic locations along the
way—Naples, Cairo, Ceylon—the voyage shows Lily places she’s only ever dreamed of and enables her to make friends with those above her
social station, people who would not ordinarily mingle with her. She even allows herself to hope that a man she couldn’t possibly have a
future with outside the cocoon of the ship might return her feelings. But Lily soon realizes that she’s not the only one hiding secrets. Her
newfound friends—the toxic wealthy couple Eliza and Max; Cambridge graduate Edward; Jewish refugee Maria; fascist George—are also
running away from their pasts. As the glamour of the voyage fades, the stage is set for something sinister to occur. By the time the ship
docks, two passengers are dead, war has been declared, and Lily’s life is irrevocably changed. “A vividly descriptive ride” (Marie Claire) with
a “jaw-dropping ending” (RT Book Reviews, Top Pick), Dangerous Crossing is a transporting and “gorgeously atmospheric” (Ruth Ware, New
York Times bestselling author) story for the ages.
A Dawn Most Wicked Susan Dennard 2013-06-04 He has stolen Eleanor Fitt's heart, but who was Daniel Sheridan before he became a
Spirit-Hunter? In this suspenseful 100-page digital-original romance novella from Something Strange and Deadly author Susan Dennard,
Daniel's past—and his first love—will be exposed. With a checkered past like Daniel Sheridan's, landing an apprenticeship aboard the Sadie
Queen was just the fresh start he was looking for. But that's the last thing it's been. Teeming with ghosts that plague the crew with horrific
nightmares, this ship is more trouble than it's worth to Daniel. Except for Cass. . . . Gorgeous and stubborn to a fault, apprentice pilot
Cassidy Cochran is the one thing keeping Daniel on board. Though they started as best friends, their relationship has grown into something
more intense. Their stolen, sometimes steamy moments have Daniel feeling something he never thought possible: love. Enlisting the help of
a short-tempered Chinese boy named Jie and a Creole gentleman named Joseph, the three attempt to rid the boat of the ghosts—for if they
don't, the Sadie Queen will be put out of business. And with Cass's fatally-ill sister in need of expensive medical help, Daniel is more
determined than ever to save the ship. But when he discovers that the ghosts are linked to a dangerous curse whose caster wants everyone
on board dead, Daniel will come face-to-face with an evil so dark, so wicked, that it will change the course of his life forever. Epic Reads
Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
House of Darkness House of Light Andrea Perron 2014-08-11 Roger and Carolyn Perron purchased the home of their dreams and eventual
nightmares in December of 1970. The Arnold Estate, located just beyond the village of Harrisville, Rhode Island seemed the idyllic setting in
which to raise a family. The couple unwittingly moved their five young daughters into the ancient and mysterious farmhouse. Secrets were
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kept and then revealed within a space shared by mortal and immortal alike. Time suddenly became irrelevant; fractured by spirits making
their presence known then dispersing into the ether. The house is a portal to the past and a passage to the future. This is a sacred story of
spiritual enlightenment, told some thirty years hence. The family is now somewhat less reticent to divulge a closely-guarded experience.
Their odyssey is chronicled by the eldest sibling and is an unabridged account of a supernatural excursion. Ed and Lorraine Warren
investigated this haunting in a futile attempt to intervene on their behalf. They consider the Perron family saga to be one of the most
compelling and significant of a famously ghost-storied career as paranormal researchers. During a seance gone horribly wrong, they
unleashed an unholy hostess; the spirit called Bathsheba; a God-forsaken soul. Perceiving herself to be the mistress of the house, she did not
appreciate the competition. Carolyn had long been under siege; overt threats issued in the form of fire…a mother's greatest fear. It
transformed the woman in unimaginable ways. After nearly a decade the family left a once beloved home behind though it will never leave
them, as each remains haunted by a memory. This tale is an inspiring testament to the resilience of the human spirit on a pathway of
discovery: an eternal journey for the living and the dead.
Windwitch Susan Dennard 2017-01-10 Susan Dennard returns with a follow up to New York Times bestselling novel Truthwitch. After an
explosion destroys his ship, the world believes Prince Merik, Windwitch, is dead. Scarred yet alive, Merik is determined to prove his sister’s
treachery. Upon reaching the royal capital, crowded with refugees, he haunts the streets, fighting for the weak—which leads to whispers of
a disfigured demigod, the Fury, who brings justice to the oppressed. When the Bloodwitch Aeduan discovers a bounty on Iseult, he makes
sure to be the first to find her—yet in a surprise twist, Iseult offers him a deal. She will return money stolen from him, if he locates Safi. Now
they must work together to cross the Witchlands, while constantly wondering, who will betray whom first? After a surprise attack and
shipwreck, Safi and the Empress of Marstok barely escape with their lives. Alone in a land of pirates, every moment balances on a knife’s
edge—especially when the pirates’ next move could unleash war upon the Witchlands. Sometimes our enemies are also our only allies... At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Klara and the Sun Kazuo Ishiguro 2021 From her place in the store, Klara, an Artificial Friend with outstanding observational qualities,
watches carefully the behaviour of those who come in to browse, and of those who pass in the street outside. She remains hopeful a
customer will soon choose her, but when the possibility emerges that her circumstances may change for ever, Klara is warned not to invest
too much in the promises of humans. In 'Klara and the Sun', Kazuo Ishiguro looks at our rapidly-changing modern world through the eyes of
an unforgettable narrator to explore a fundamental question: what does it mean to love?
Deep And Dark And Dangerous Mary Downing Hahn 2008-08-04 Just before summer begins, 13-year-old Ali finds an odd photograph in the
attic. She knows the two children in it are her mother, Claire, and her aunt Dulcie. But who’s the third person, the one who’s been torn out
of the picture? Ali figures she’ll find out while she’s vacationing in Maine with Dulcie and her four-year-old daughter, Emma, in the house
where Ali’s mother’s family used to spend summers. All hopes for relaxation are quashed shortly after their arrival, though, when the girls
meet Sissy, a kid who’s mean and spiteful and a bad influence on Emma. Strangest of all, Sissy keeps talking about a girl named Teresa who
drowned under mysterious circumstances back when Claire and Dulcie were kids, and whose body was never found. At first Ali thinks Sissy’s
just trying to scare her with a ghost story, but soon she discovers the real reason why Sissy is so angry. . . . Mary Downing Hahn is at her
chilling best in this new supernatural tale that’s certain to send shivers down her readers’ spines.
The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue V. E. Schwab 2020-10-06 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE
BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah
Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The
Month Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed *
Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book
Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New
York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget.
France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. Also by V. E. Schwab
Shades of Magic A Darker Shade of Magic A Gathering of Shadows A Conjuring of Light Villains Vicious Vengeful At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Curse So Dark and Lonely Brigid Kemmerer 2019-01-29 A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything you'd want in a retelling of a
classic fairy tale." - Jodi Picoult, New York Times bestselling author of A Spark of Light and Small Great Things "Absolutely spellbinding." Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Caraval and Legendary In a lush, contemporary fantasy retelling of Beauty and
the Beast, Brigid Kemmerer gives readers another compulsively readable romance perfect for fans of Marissa Meyer. Fall in love, break the
curse. It once seemed so easy to Prince Rhen, the heir to Emberfall. Cursed by a powerful enchantress to repeat the autumn of his
eighteenth year over and over, he knew he could be saved if a girl fell for him. But that was before he learned that at the end of each
autumn, he would turn into a vicious beast hell-bent on destruction. That was before he destroyed his castle, his family, and every last shred
of hope. Nothing has ever been easy for Harper. With her father long gone, her mother dying, and her brother barely holding their family
together while constantly underestimating her because of her cerebral palsy, she learned to be tough enough to survive. But when she tries
to save someone else on the streets of Washington, DC, she's instead somehow sucked into Rhen's cursed world. Break the curse, save the
kingdom. A prince? A monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know where she is or what to believe. But as she spends time with Rhen in this
enchanted land, she begins to understand what's at stake. And as Rhen realizes Harper is not just another girl to charm, his hope comes
flooding back. But powerful forces are standing against Emberfall . . . and it will take more than a broken curse to save Harper, Rhen, and
his people from utter ruin.
People Who Eat Darkness Richard Lloyd Parry 2012-09-30 *** Richard Lloyd Parry is the Winner of the 2018 Rathbones Folio Prize *** In
the summer of 2000, Jane Steare received the phone call every mother dreads. Her daughter Lucie Blackman - tall, blonde, and twenty-one
years old - had stepped into the vastness of a Tokyo summer and disappeared forever. That winter, her dismembered remains were found
buried in a desolate seaside cave. Her disappearance was mystifying. Had Lucie been abducted by a religious cult? Who was the mysterious
man she had gone to meet? What did her work, as a 'hostess' in the notorious Roppongi district of Tokyo, really involve? And could Lucie's
fate be linked to the disappearance of another girl some ten years earlier? Over the course of a decade, Richard Lloyd Parry has travelled to
four continents to interview those caught up in the story and been given unprecedented access to Lucie's bitterly divided family to reveal the
astonishing truth about Lucie and her fate.
Sophie's World Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20 One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and
"Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus
begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Sightwitch Susan Dennard 2018-02-13 From New York Times bestseling author Susan Dennard, return to the world fo the Witchlands in
Sightwitch, an illustrated companion told through Ryber's journal entries & sketches. From the Twelve Paladins to the Rook Kings, from
Eridysi to a broken sword and looking glass, learn how the secrets of the past set the entire series in motion. Sisters with the gift of
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power they protect? On her journey underground, she encounters a young captain named Kullen Ikray, who has no memory of who he is or
how he got there. Together they trek ever deeper, the mountain tunnels filled with mysteries and horrors. And what they find at the end will
alter the fate of the Witchlands forever. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Hiroshima John Hersey 2020-06-23 "A new edition with a final chapter written forty years after the explosion."

Sight—Sightwitches, who can see into the future—are of a rare and ancient order. Raised in a secluded convent, they await the invitation of
their goddess to enter the depths of the mountain and receive the sacred gift of foretelling. But for young Ryber Fortiza, that call never
comes. As the only sister without Sight, Ryber has devoted herself to the goddess. Surely, if she just works hard enough, she will finally be
gifted like everyone else. Until one day, all Sisters who possess the Sight are summoned into the mountain—and never return. Now Ryber,
still Sight-less, is the only one left. Can she, who has spent her life feeling like th weakest, be the one to save her Sisters and the ancient
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